We are committed to preparing students to pursue their goals, whatever they may be. The Macalester Class of 2021 Graduating Senior Survey* shows us the wide variety of paths students have chosen for life after Macalester. From graduate school to nonprofit work to fellowships and positions in industry, our students are using their Macalester education to impact the world.

**91** Percentage of 2021 graduates who are placed (employed, attending graduate school, interning or on fellowships)

**91** Percentage of 2021 graduates who say they have a job congruent with their interests

**56k** Average salary for the Class of 2021 (full-time, US-based workers, excluding interns/fellows)

---

“*The passionate professors and professional opportunities are what made my time at Mac so impactful.*”

Kailleen Perez Garcia ’21
Urban Scholar
Minnesota Department of Human Rights

“*The experiences I had at Macalester on the women’s soccer team and as an Economics major helped me become a better team member, taught me how to ask important and guiding questions, and gave me the skills to communicate clearly and effectively.*”

Georgia Kazemi ’21
Analyst
Analysis Group

“*Mac really prepared me to be adaptable in many settings and more importantly, to remember to lean on others for support.*”

Likhwa Ndlovu ’21
Masters candidate in Applied Geosciences, University of Pennsylvania

---

* Six months post-graduation, 90 percent knowledge rate
** Employed includes FT/PT positions, service programs (Peace Corps, Americorps, etc.) and military service
Six months post graduation, representing graduates with full-time employment.